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Venezuela was once the most prosperous country
in Latin America. Much of this was due to economic freedom. In fact, in 1970 Venezuela had the
highest level of economic freedom in Latin America, and 10th in the world, as ranked by the Fraser
Institute’s Economic Freedom of the World (EFW)
Index. The prosperity, however, led to ill-advised
social and economic policies. The combination of
shifting commodity prices, rapidly expanding public employment, and restrictive economic policies
resulted in stagnation and then decline, exacerbated by populist political leaders who continued to
expand unsustainable social programs.

tank is digging in its heels and pressing for reform,
striving to realize the hopes of millions of Venezuelans in their own country. CEDICE (Centro de
Divulgación del Conocimiento Económico para la
Libertad) is a non-profit think tank that has studied the Venezuelan economy since 1984, when it
was founded by entrepreneurs unsatisfied with the
policy climate of the country. According to the 2017
Global Go To Think Tank Index Report released by
the University of Pennsylvania, CEDICE is one of
the Top 100 think tanks in the world, ranked 9th in
Latin America, and has the 15th most significant
impact on public policy.

Poverty levels in Venezuela now exceed 90 percent.
Grocery queues stretch around city blocks and require hours of waiting to purchase meager supplies
with mountains of devalued currency. Venezuela is
the now lowest ranked country in the latest edition
of the Fraser Institute’s EFW Report, coming in
159th with a score of 2.92 out of 10. Notably, those
scores are from 2016, and conditions have gotten
worse since then.

CEDICE strives to disseminate, educate, and defend
the principles of free markets and individual freedom, seeing these values as central to a flourishing
society. It employs a diversity of programs to affect
change, but it recently launched an intensive and
bold new initiative: an Economic Freedom Audit
(EFA). The EFA was designed to do a deep dive into
the core issues plaguing the Venezuelan economy
and to develop policy solutions to get the country
back on the path of freedom and prosperity for all.

As hundreds of thousands flee to neighboring
countries for hopes of a better life, one local think

About CEDICE
CEDICE views free-market principles and individual freedom as the basis for building a society of free,
ethical, and responsible individuals. The organization strives for a free and prosperous Venezuela, where
the lives and property of its citizens are protected. Through a diverse portfolio of activities — including
economics programs for children, youth, and journalists; a Country of Owners program to promote the
importance of private property; a Center for Ethics and Corporate Citizenship; and more — CEDICE
fights for social and policy change. And the organization is remarkably effective.
In 2012, CEDICE won the prestigious Templeton Freedom Award for its journalist training program,
which familiarizes media workers with classical liberal ideas and the broader CEDICE community.
Venezuela has a long history of media repression, and CEDICE’s work combats government crackdowns
on journalism.
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Country Background
In 2018, economic freedom is almost entirely
absent in Venezuela, with corruption, crime, and
shortages of even the most basic goods afflicting
the country. The country has seen a long and recently dramatic decline in economic performance
and quality of life. But this was not always the case.
Rich in natural resources, the country developed
extensive agricultural ventures at the turn of the
twentieth century, exporting cocoa and then coffee
across the globe, facilitated by free trade agreements. The economy later shifted to oil, which
further attracted immigrant workers who in turn
fueled more economic growth. In the late-twentieth
century the city streets bustled with business and
shopping, workers enjoyed higher wages than in
any other country in the region, and newspapers
contained advertisements for Chevy Camaros,

which were manufactured in the country. International growth fed an oil boom that the country
capitalized on due to possessing the largest oil
reserves in the world. But the country’s growth was
not exclusively tethered to oil, and as oil prices declined in the 1960s Venezuela’s economy continued
to grow.
Following this period of expansion, however, Venezuela began adopting heavy-handed government
policies, including the establishment of economic
planning agencies, agricultural land redistribution,
price and exchange rate controls, tripling income
taxes, and nationalizing numerous industries, such
as the Central Bank and oil industry. Yet even in
1980, Venezuela was still one of the richest and
economically liberal nations in South America, rated 13th by the EFW report — just behind Australia.
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Yet by 1990, the effects of bad policy were becoming more evident, with Venezuela falling to 53rd in
the EFW ranking during the presidency of Carlos
Andrés Pérez, who was later forced out of office,
convicted for embezzlement of public funds.
Venezuela is a relatively young democracy, having
only adopted universal suffrage in 1959, almost
140 years after independence from Spain. In that
time the country has had a variety of political and
economic systems, with populist ideas often winning out. This has led to expansive welfare policies,
which have ballooned over the years. Socialists and
crony capitalists vying for control of a sinking ship
have often realized short term gains by taking on
more water. Policies that sprung out of a booming
economy and political aspirations are now a key
factor hampering the economy.
In 2000, under Hugo Chávez, Venezuela’s economic freedom continued its nosedive, reaching 88th
place. Since 2005, Venezuela has been one of the
least economically free countries in the world. Under its current president, Nicolás Maduro, Venezuela has increased the money supply without cutting
government programs, leading the country into
hyperinflation. The IMF expect the inflation rate to
surpass 1,000,000% in 2018.
The economic crisis and inability of the government to meet its pledges has triggered widespread
distrust of the government. Government leaders
have further escalated the tensions. For example,
Maduro’s government banned two popular poli-

ticians — Henrique Capriles and Leopoldo López
— from running against the incumbent president.
In the last election, only forty-six percent of Venezuelans even bothered to vote, a far cry from the
over-ninety percent turnout throughout the 1960s
and 1970s. Political distrust has also taken other
forms, and Venezuelans have fled into neighboring
countries. Colombia has received more than half a
million Venezuelan refugees in the last two years
alone.
Due to economic and political instability, crime
rates have skyrocketed. As of 2017, the capital city
of Caracas is the second-most violent city in the
world, with 111 homicides per 100,000 residents.
(As a comparison, the most violent city in the U.S.
is Baltimore, Maryland, with a homicide rate of 56
per 100,000 people, approximately half as many.)
The spike in crime has swamped the courts, with
over 70,000 people currently awaiting trial.
While the majority of Venezuelans suffer, many
wealthy, connected elites enjoy the privileges of
cronyism — using the political system to enrich
themselves at the expense of the entire society.
•
•
•

From 1984 to 1994, President Jaime Lusinchi
stole an estimated $36 billion in public funds.
During his presidency, Chávez purchased a $65
million-dollar airbus, despite it violating the
constitution and other regulations.
Currently, the Chávez family owns 17 country
estates – comprising more than 100,000 acres –
and Chávez’s daughter is the richest woman in
Venezuela.
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The Project
In light of Venezuela’s rapid decline, it is difficult to
capture a clear picture of what exactly is going on
and how to get back on track. To address this issue,
CEDICE conducted an Economic Freedom Audit
(EFA) with the Fraser Institute and Atlas Network
in 2016. The purpose of the audit was to identify
specific obstacles to a healthy, thriving economy.
EFAs are a brainchild of the Fraser Institute and
Atlas Network, who have formed a partnership to
assist think tanks in the poorest performing countries in the EFW. The Fraser Institute provides the
evaluation expertise and Atlas Network draws on
its extensive global network of think tanks to make
connections in the target countries.

“Our motivation was to verify
the dimensions measured
in the index, analyzing all
the variables considered for
the ranking, tracking their
deterioration, and making
sense of such significant
under-performance.”
Carlos Goedder
CEDICE Economist

Together, CEDICE, Atlas Network, and the Fraser
Institute launched the EFA process for Venezuela.
Carlos Goedder, a CEDICE economist and the coordinator of the Venezuelan EFA, explained that, “Our
motivation was to verify the dimensions measured
in the index, analyzing all the variables consid-

ered for the ranking, tracking their deterioration,
and making sense of such significant under-performance.”
Prior to beginning their audit, CEDICE staff connected with other organizations that had already
successfully completed EFAs in other countries.
Arpita Nepal, co-founder and research and development advisor at the Samriddhi Foundation,
a free-market think tank in Nepal, shared in detailed her experience and advice for conducting a
successful EFA. Gaining insights and learning best
practices was an important step before launching
such an intensive project. Early course correction
and refinement, even before a project launch, is a
key way to efficiently manage both resources and
social capital.
Next, CEDICE downloaded the 42 individual variables that make up the country’s EFW report score
from the Fraser Institute (data are publicly available for 162 countries). Then it verified the results
and examined the comparative ranking and historical performance of each variable. Fraser’s dataset
mostly comes from two reports, the Doing Business
report by the World Bank, which measures the ease
of doing business in 189 economies, and the World
Competitiveness Report by the World Economic Forum, which analyzes 138 countries. Conducting the
literature review and implementing their outreach
plan to connect with local stakeholders and invite
them to participate in the workshops took a total of
five months, from March to July 2016.
Once the appropriate data was gathered, dates
were set, invitations were sent, and the panels of
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CROWDS OF VENEZUELANS
IN A QUEUE TO BUY FOOD
AT REGULATED PRICES AND
QUANTITIES.

experts began review of each area of the index.
From April to June, CEDICE contacted potential
stakeholders and organized seven workshops, one
for each category of the EFW report.

CHALLENGE:
Hurdles to Participation
Successfully gathering qualified participants
was one of the key challenges CEDICE faced.
Venezuela’s economic and political situation is
dire, and CEDICE encountered roadblocks
when trying to gather stakeholders. Aside
from normal logistical issues, residents of Caracas have many reasons to avoid attending.
First, buying food or services is a time-consuming task, given shortages and long queues.
Working hours are constrained, and going to
a workshop with no financial compensation
requires strong commitment to the ideal. Second, some fear being identified as enemies of
the government and its policies. In Venezuela,
being considered a “contrarian” can result in
losing a job, complications in receiving public
services, and even potential sanctions and
prosecution. Lastly, as already mentioned,
Caracas has one of the highest murder rates
in the world, and staying out past business
hours is dangerous.

Recruited experts were grouped according to the
different areas of the EFA. CEDICE guaranteed
each expert confidentiality of opinions to avoid
oppression by the Venezuelan government. Such
security was a powerful incentive for turnout and
attendance. During these workshops,
representatives from 48 organizations discussed
the interrelated aspects of economic freedom.
Organizations included non-profits, consulting
firms, law firms, universities, unions, and even the
Caracas Chamber of Commerce.
CEDICE’s success in gathering stakeholders was
due to the social capital it has built over the course
of the organization’s history. Since 1984, CEDICE
has hosted numerous events and published wellknown publications. They have also maintained a
database of friends, endorsers, and interlocutors
who consider CEDICE’s work reliable and serious,
even if they fundamentally disagree with the organization’s political positions. The addition of other
globally recognized organizations helped give the
EFA further legitimacy to attract participants.
Ultimately, CEDICE gathered 108 different stakeholders from July 25-28, 2016. Stakeholders included representatives, leaders, and entrepreneurs
from universities, public agencies, unions, media,
civil society organizations, banks, and companies.
The attending individuals included experts with
broad historical and quantitative knowledge, as
well as individuals deeply embedded in their line of
work, with important qualitative and tacit knowledge of their respective enterprise.
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What is an Economic Freedom Audit?
An Economic Freedom Audit is more than just
a report or a ranking; it is an opportunity to
gather experts, propose solutions, and reach a
broad audience to enact policy changes. Local
think tanks spearhead audits and leverage
their contacts and expertise to bring together
media, businesses, government officials, and
academic communities, usually totaling at
least 100 participants. After multiple meetings
between important national stakeholders and
the think tank, a final report is drafted.
A trained facilitator works with the various
groups to engage feedback from diverse
participants in a way that stirs ideas together
while staying focused on the specific goals of
the audit. Involving locals creates ownership,
and ensures the audit accurately captures
reality because it is designed by people in the
nation who understand the situation far better
than outsiders do. The deep dive into each
category provides real time data on what is
truly happening in the country.
The report ranks the target country in seven
categories: Size of Government, Legal System
and Property Rights, Sound Money, Freedom
to Trade Internationally, and Regulation, which

consists of three different types (Credit, Labor,
and Business). Each category has constituent
parts, and each factor is scored. The report also
lists policy recommendations for improvement,
which are produced through discussion in
workshops on each category, drawing on crossdisciplinary perspectives to hone in on key metrics
with keen accuracy. The intensive treatment
provides a robustness that is unattainable in the
broader EFW report.
The final report is not the sole product of the
EFA process. Policy change and sustained
progress are the goals, and the results in the
report are leveraged to garner media attention
to impact public opinion and advance which policy
options are possible in the target country. Media
are engaged throughout the process, including
pre-audit news releases and interviews, coverage
at the audit, a post-audit press release and more
focused interviews, a final report that is full of
detailed analysis and policy recommendations,
and, ultimately, a formal presentation to the
public and government of the findings. These
audits are an effective way to convey the
advantages of economic freedom directly to a
nation’s leaders, and serve as a powerful media
tool for communication with the public.

CHALLENGE:
Moving Faster than the Data
Another key challenge CEDICE faced was that the 2016 EFW report, which it was initially
using, was based on data from 2014. This data would be accurate enough for most countries,
but due to Venezuela’s rapid and considerable deterioration since 2014, there was a risk that
reality was too divorced from the data in the report to be as useful in capturing the true
economic state and generating applicable policy recommendations. Thus, CEDICE decided to
postpone its report until the updated EFW data sources were published, with data for 2016–
2017. The new data were released in October 2016. Waiting for the updates caused a delay
in CEDICE’s planned rollout of the EFA report. However, CEDICE determined that the benefit
of more accurate data outweighed this cost and provided better macroeconomic indicators.
In the end, the updated data painted a grimmer picture of Venezuela, but it also provided a
more reliable baseline upon which to build reforms.
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To rollout the EFA workshops, the Fraser Institute’s Fred McMahon joined the CEDICE team to
implement the audit. He opened each session with
a review of the performance of free economies
and explained how they differ from Venezuela’s
economic system. McMahon was an important ally
during the EFA, since he had already visited other
countries for previous audits. Those at CEDICE
were worried about the kind of reception someone
from a high-profile think tank like the Fraser
Institute would receive — after all, government
officials and union leaders were attending the
workshops — but McMahon’s delivery of
information from mainstream sources and good
interpersonal skills endeared him to the audiences.
CEDICE and McMahon also visited the Economics
and Sustainable Development Unit of the British
Embassy in Caracas, which was interested in the
report and further dissemination of the findings
throughout the business community. Additionally, during the conference dates McMahon visited
Consecomercio, a nonprofit local trade association.
There, he discussed the benefits of economic freedom with nearly 50 business owners and managers. Partnering with organizations that have deep
experience and strong knowledge is a valuable way
to support the rollout of a new project.
An important feature of the EFA is that the workshop discussions were not overly “wonky,” or
focused on examining purely quantitative data. To
help supplement the numbers, individual citizens

struggling through the repressive Venezuelan economy presented their own personal testimonies.
One participant, Oswaldo Bonillo, shared his story.
Bonillo was the owner of a mechanical workshop
that had been expropriated by the Venezuelan
government in 2011. Although he was never formally sentenced or charged, the government seized
his property with impunity. After 50 years of hard
work, an arbitrary decision by a government
agency robbed a man of his livelihood in a mere 48
hours. “I began to take notice of private property
when I was the victim of an expropriation,” said
Bonillo during the workshop on the legal system
and property rights.
Bonillo’s story is not uncommon. According to
the Observatory of Property Rights, sponsored by
CEDICE, the Venezuelan government closed 28,000
private enterprises in 2015 and seized over 4
million square meters of private land. Bonillo was
never compensated, and he has yet to hear from
the judiciary.
“Owning private property is a crime in Venezuela,” said one attorney attending the workshop. In
2015, there was an average of 256 attacks on small
businesses per day. In addition, this disregard for
private property is enshrined in Articles 115 and
116 in the Venezuelan Constitution, including the
statute, “Property shall be subject to such contributions, restrictions and obligations as may be established by law in the service of the public or general
interest.”
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A series of policy proposals emerged from these
workshops to help increase Venezuela’s property
rights protection score and provide positive change
to real people impacted by government takings.
A group of law students suggested the creation of
property courts. Currently, Venezuela lacks specialized courts to settle property disputes. Like
Bonillo, those whose property is expropriated have
no viable channel for legal recourse. These newly
established property courts would return confiscated property and have the sole authority to grant
expropriation orders. Furthermore, to help address
the broader, cultural disregard for property rights,
participants suggested the creation of housing
titles for beneficiaries of housing subsidies, based
on the idea that creating more homeowners could
help imbue Venezuelans with respect for
private property.
Speeches and discussions during the other workshops resulted in additional public policy proposals. The focus for these was on “quick wins,” the
kind of pragmatic adjustments that could have a
big impact while being implemented with relatively
few difficulties or costs. These small adjustments
could result in marked improvements for the living
standards of Venezuelans.

CHALLENGE:
Entrenched Views of
Government’s Role
A particularly challenging element of
Venezuelan society is the propensity to
favor government involvement in the
economy. The EFA workshops revealed
that this sentiment is firmly entrenched,
even among those open to the idea of freer
markets. CEDICE found that neither
government bureaucrats nor the opposition
parties believe in true liberalization, but
rather they may only be willing to support
softer government regulations and controls.
CEDICE’s previous work, like its journalist
training program, has focused on changing
the narrative towards the importance of
business, liberalization, and entrepreneurs.
Throughout the EFA, this was one reason
for the focus on “quick wins.”
To help engage with a potentially hostile audience
at the workshops, CEDICE and McMahon wrote
quick introductions that utilized facts, figures, and

recent news to provoke and start discussion. For
example, during the session on Sound Money, they
collected and presented the most recent numbers
on inflation, monetary base growth, and alternative measures of CPI inflation. This culminated in a
proposal for the “dollarization” of the economy — a
total pledge to the USD — similar to policies enacted by other South American countries. In a country
with rampant inflation and a monthly minimum
wage hovering around $3 USD, such an idea is
attractive to a broad spectrum of audiences. In fact,
once the Sound Money workshop concluded, union
leaders requested photographs with McMahon.
A key to the success of the EFA was the willingness to hear all voices and not insist on ideological
purity to draft policy recommendations. Although
the ultimate goal is the dismantlement of exchange
rate and price controls, short-term policies are
also important, and providing an atmosphere of
engagement has the potential to more effectively
impact policy in the long term.
Additional policy recommendations included easing
registration for private companies, unifying export/
import documentation and tariffs in a single official webpage, privatization of non-strategic assets
under control of the Government, and allowing a
fraction of shares of public companies to list in the
stock market, domestically or abroad.
Bonillo’s story, the workshop discussions, and the
participation in forming policy recommendations
demonstrate the way CEDICE’s EFA succeeded. The
audit worked through the combination of expert
testimony, quantitative data, personal stories, and
policy proposals for each one of the categories defined in the Fraser Institute’s Economic Freedom
of the World Report.
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Keys to Success
A successful audit can lead to serious policy changes and
ideological shifts, so determining the factors that ensure success
is crucial. From CEDICE’s EFA, a number of important lessons
arise. First, CEDICE’s researchers thoroughly understood the
available data, even delaying rollout to ensure that their audit
featured an accurate representation of their country.
Second, CEDICE utilized the experience of its network to reach
Venezuelan leaders across industries and spheres of influence.
Allies, like the Samriddhi Foundation and Fred McMahon, had
detailed experience regarding the requirements needed to make
an EFA successful. Contacting others who have completed an
audit is an easy way to learn from experience and avoid historical
mistakes.
Third, the stakeholders and leaders who attended the audits were
qualified, experienced, diverse, and committed to change.
CEDICE gathered stakeholders who were committed to
liberalization and others who were initially hostile. The common
thread was that everyone had gathered to rebuild their crumbling
nation and offer ideas for how to improve both their own lots and
the lives of their compatriots.
Fourth, the presentations and speeches featured a balance
of quantitative and qualitative material. People from different
fields and industries filled the workshops, from professors to
bureaucrats to union representatives, thus it was imperative to
keep the sessions accessible to everyone to facilitate productive
interaction.
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Conclusion
The social and economic state of Venezuela has gotten
worse than anyone could have predicted fifty years ago,
and getting on the road to recovery is more important
than ever. While present and future prospects are still
dim, the fact that an Economic Freedom Audit was
not only possible but had such strong participation is
telling. Participation by leaders in Venezuela, ranging
across sectors, demonstrates that citizens recognize the
problems of a socialist regime and are willing to fight
for change. The success of the EFA is also a testament
to impact a small think tank full of hard working and
committed advocates can have when equipped with effective programs, operational expertise, and an actionable network of contacts.
The policy recommendations developed by the
cross-partisan, diversely affiliated EFA workshops are
a strong and positive first step toward returning Venezuela to prosperity. he report generated by the audit
provides further intellectual credibility to CEDICE as
it continues to push for social change. CEDICE’s exemplary implementation of the EFA, in the face of great
hostility, offers inspiration and a replicable playbook to
other advocates of economic freedom.
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Discussion Questions:
»

What project could your organization run that
would not benefit your organization but could
lead to measurable policy change? If your
organization never gets credit for its work, is it
worth it?

»

How useful is data in developing policy change?
Can you ever have too much data?

»

What are some organizational partnerships that
could help your organization better achieve its
mission through collaboration? What does that
collaboration look like in detail (e.g., who does
which roles)?

»

Can a country’s economy reach a point of no
return? If yes, how do you know when you’re
approaching that point? If no, why not?

»

What sacrifices could your organization make
that could encourage engagement by your target
audience? Being less (or more) ideologically
constrained? Do the ends justify the means?
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